Bioptic ultrasound-guided prostate remapping (fan shape) using grid software for brachytherapy.
A new transperineal ultrasound-guided prostate rebiopsy method is described. The method is performed using a fixed grid approach similar to the method that has been in use for some time for brachytherapy i n prostate cancer. The method adopts special cylindrical cutting needles to take cores of varying lengths and was found to be more time consuming (this is the main reason it is mostly used for rebiopsies). It nevertheless allowed more accurate ard systematic mapping of the prostate gland than the standard method of taking multiple biopsies by sector. Sending in each biopsy fragment for separate histological examination based on grid coordinates allowed the Anatomical Pathology laboratory to build up an ideal topographic reconstruction of the disease lesions detected. The approach offers the advantages of a repeatable biopsy plan that can be compared with previous biopsies, more accurate spatial localisation of diseased tissue and accurate information on distribution within the gland. The benefits are multifold and all extremely interesting both for the diagnosis and subsequent choice, evaluation and administration of therapeutic treatment--and also for the dynamic study of evolving cell changes and cell structure anomalies detectable in the prostate gland.